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Abstract
L2 speaking and listening practice typically involves inauthentic highly scripted learning experiences that are not reflected in real-world contexts. Seminars represent an unscripted authentic learning experience preparing students for future college courses and public discourse. Using an action research design, we developed a listening and speaking assessment instrument for L2 students to be implemented in student-led seminar discussions. The assessment instrument also served as a method of feedforward. Our results indicate an increase in student engagement across the seminar sessions. This was demonstrated by corresponding increases in the number of contributions, number of times students initiated dialogue, and positive listening indicators. Limitations in our assessment instrument were identified but the positive outcomes in increasing student participation and engagement justify further development of this instrument.
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Introduction

Learning through peer discussion in tutorials or seminars is one of the common learning experiences at university level, but students from English as a Second Language (ESL) backgrounds are ill-prepared for such experiences (Alexander et al., 2018). Reasons for this include not knowing the conventions surrounding academic discussion, reliance on their lecturers in previous learning environments, not valuing the contributions of other students, inadequate preparation, and not understanding the benefits of class discussions. University instructors express concern about ESL students being unwilling or unable to interact with their peers in classroom discussion (Robinson et al., 2001) and speaking in academic contexts is cited by international students as challenging (Alexander et al., 2018). Learners need to possess sufficient confidence in listening and speaking skills in authentic discussion contexts.

English for academic purposes courses include peer discussion to better support students’ preparation for university. Researchers recommend authentic preparatory listening input with an explicit focus on the discourse functions and strategies employed by expert speakers (Alexander et al., 2018). This means ensuring the students practice strategies necessary for target performance with appropriate scaffolding to avoid cognitive overload (Alexander et al., 2018). Within the Chinese context, Xu and Kou (2017) also stress the importance of teaching, modeling and practicing group interaction strategies to improve Chinese university students’ oral English performance. Noman et al. (2023) documented Chinese university students reporting difficulties transitioning from their high school teacher-centric instruction to university student-centered seminar discussion. There seems to be no reason why high school or even middle school students could not also engage in such learning, so long as they have sufficient English language ability, appropriate scaffolding, and the self-management skills.

Listening is a passive skill that is the most frequently used form of communication (Feyten, 1991). The majority of second language listening instruction is practiced and assessed through inauthentic scripted texts (Wagner, 2014). Large-scale high-stakes testing negatively influences authentic assessment and listening materials available to teachers, which are often aligned with these tests due to washback (Wagner, 2013; Wagner & Wagner, 2016). English examinations for listening proficiency focus on accuracy with the goal being to limit the number of overall mistakes. Alexander et al. (2018) identify the English language classroom as a space where assessment can focus on more authentic performance and interaction rather than relying on materials targeting such high stakes exams, allowing classroom assessment to “focus on validity, authenticity and impact” (p. 321).

A review of 87 listening research studies demonstrated for the past 20 years researchers are still calling for an increase in assessment authenticity emphasizing real-world contexts (He & Jiang, 2020). In the Chinese context, university students have discussed how they were unprepared for their professors’ different English-speaking accents and the need to adapt their listening skills (Noman et al., 2023). The overuse of inauthentic assessment and its use of standard English accents is arguably insufficient for second language learners. Real-world contexts do not necessarily require accuracy for minute details, but for general understanding and ability to respond appropriately (Ockey & Wagner, 2018). Speaking and listening are inseparable often with each influencing the other in a series of input and output. This dynamic relationship should be authentically modeled and practiced within the classroom for second language learners to be able to communicate effectively.
Researchers sought to increase student engagement through a student-centered inquiry-based seminar format in which students practiced listening, speaking, and writing skills using authentic formative assessments. This format and the instrument for assessment had been previously implemented by one researcher in an academic English program on an English medium of instruction undergraduate course in China and was adopted to this action research’s context of three grade 9 International Baccalaureate (IB) Middle Years Programme (MYP) ESL classrooms.

**Purpose**

The purpose of this action research study was to develop an instrument to measure speaking and listening in classroom discussion settings while raising student engagement. Aligned with this purpose we hoped implementing this instrument would cause a shift towards a more student-centered classroom with students taking agency and ownership of their learning.

**Literature Review**

**Listening**

Calls for changes to listening assessment have occurred for the past two decades with little development in instructional and assessment practices (He & Jiang, 2020). There remains a gap between authentic language and textbook language (Gilmore, 2007). Researchers have hypothesized textbooks continue to publish highly scripted inauthentic practice dialogues for a variety reasons including lack of researcher understanding of classroom instruction, one-size-fits-all packaging models, fear of potential buyers’ perceptions of “unprofessional” product due to purposeful mistakes added to make content authentic, level of difficulty to incorporate material into classroom instruction, and difficulty in creating meaningful tasks aligned to authentic unscripted texts post hoc (Wagner, 2014).

Listening as a skill includes not only the audio input for cognition, but the visual, contextual, and nonverbal cues (Wagner, 2014). Textbooks and assessments have improved upon listening content by adding videos as content for listening, but these videos are still highly scripted and do not represent authentic real-world interactions.

Scripted and unscripted texts are fundamentally different with researchers defining three areas of distinction between the two: organization/discourse, lexico-grammatical, and phonological characteristics (Wagner & Toth, 2014; Wagner & Wagner, 2016). Scripted texts are over pronounced with a reliance on British or American speakers. Texts do not vary in speech rate, do not include extended pauses or errors, slang, digressions, or listener response features (Wagner & Wagner, 2016). The use of scripted spoken texts for instruction and assessment for listening calls into question the validity of these texts when compared to real-world contexts. Studies comparing scores between scripted and unscripted listening assessments have documented higher scores for scripted text assessments (Wagner et al., 2021; Wagner & Toth, 2014). This could mean students are receiving inflated scores compared to actual listening ability. The continued use of scripted texts in instruction and assessment poses a threat to students’ ability to communicate successfully in real world contexts.

**Speaking**

Speaking instructional content and assessments restrict students to isolated speech acts and situations which are often limited in pragmatic quality (Limberg, 2016; Nguyen, 2011; Ren & Han, 2016). Lacking pragmatic contexts threatens the real-world validity for these activities. Most
activities are highly structured pair work in the form of listen and repeat (Diepenbroek & Derwing, 2013). These instructional activities do not teach actual conversation strategies, but focus on bottom-up scripted speaking points which are then overly adapted to a broad range of situations without regard to socio-cultural implications (Han, 1992).

There are an unlimited number of situations with contextual variations in which a non-native speaker may find they need to orally communicate making the task of teaching all situations impossible with the classroom (Bardovi-Harlig et al., 1991). Teachers should use instruction time to support students in developing transferable skills providing competence when faced with unfamiliar non-explicitly taught conversation situations (Bardovi-Harlig & Griffin, 2005; Koester, 2002). In classroom discussion, these skills would include awareness of appropriate turn taking conventions as well as paralinguistic signals such as eye contact and gesture (Robinson et al., 2001). In the context of the IB these skills are defined as approaches to learning including communication skills, specifically exchanging thoughts, messages, and information effectively through interaction by negotiating ideas and knowledge with peers and teachers (IBO, 2022).

**Student Participation and Engagement**

Academic engagement is a predictor of academic achievement (Brophy & Good, 1986; Lee, 2013; Skinner et al., 1990). Active student participation leads to higher levels of learning when compared to students who do not participate (Weaver & Qi, 2005). Common et al. (2020) observed teachers who increased opportunities to respond (OTR), times in which students can vocally answer, led to an increase in student engagement. However, the OTR methods described were highly teacher centric. Teaching practices, such as OTR or increasing student verbal responses, have a direct effect on student achievement and an indirect effect on student engagement (Tomaszewski et al., 2022). Chinese students have reported enjoying classroom group discussion because it is interactive and authentic (Zhang et al., 2022). The interactive and authentic nature of student-seminars increase effective student learning time which could foster student engagement and increase academic achievement.

**Student-centered**

Finkel (1999) appeals to teachers to decrease the amount of teacher talk and reconceptualize quality teaching as an environment fostering and facilitating student participation. Neumann (2013) suggested a framework for student-centered learning including student choice in content, authentic learning experiences with defined outcomes, and the reciprocal learning partnership between teacher and students. Open-ended seminars task students with bringing in prepared material outside of class to support classroom inquiry and discussion (Finkel, 1999). Students take ownership of learning with teacher authority incrementally decreased with the end goal of the teacher becoming a participant observer instead of director.

Researchers have highlighted issues with student-centered learning in the Chinese context stating the lack thereof even with the government’s mandate for holistic *sushi* or holistic student development and assessment (Lou & Chan, 2023). Lou and Chan (2023) discuss the validity of these assessments given by teachers, questioning their authenticity and specifically pointing to issues regarding the absence of experiential learning in the classroom. They recommend integrating experiential learning within the curriculum and tying this authentic learning to assessment. This is directly aligned with the purpose of this study and the intention of developing the instrument.
Feedforward not Feedback

Recently, positive psychologists have researched the relationship between positive emotions and learning outcomes suggesting positive emotions can enhance student engagement in language acquisition (Dewaele & MacIntyre, 2014; Jiang & Dewaele, 2019; Shao et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021; Weihua et al., 2022). Positive psychology research on ESL students linked foreign language enjoyment to proportion of time spent speaking in class, the degree to which the foreign language was spoken in class, and the teacher (Dewaele et al., 2018). Thus, strategies aiming to increase the amount of time students are speaking should also raise the positivity of the classroom experience and thereby further enhance engagement in a kind of virtuous cycle.

Our study looked to increase student speaking time in the target language through student-centered seminars. Regarding the teacher, we adopted a growth mindset approach to feedback. Xiaoyu et al. (2022) demonstrated an association between growth mindset and English language performance in Chinese ESL students with positive emotions being a mediating factor. Growth mindset is aligned with feedforward, a form of feedback which can be acted upon by the student in future work (Careless, 2007; Orsmond et al., 2011). Students apply feedback in subsequent assessments demonstrating mastery (Koen et al., 2012; Rodriguez-Gomez & Ibarra-Saiz, 2015). Feedforward can not only be used to close the achievement gap, but also to engender dynamic skill development targeting problems which may spontaneously arise. Researchers exploring feedforward in the IB curriculum suggested teachers provide opportunities for students to reflect on feedback and improve self-regulation (Dulfer & Koopaei, 2021), which the researchers in this study undertook in the form of the speaking and listening assessment instrument. Monitoring students in class to produce a clear record of their progress is an effective use of short-term achievement assessment and, if successfully implemented, can help motivate students (Nation & Macalister, 2010).

Methodology

Classroom action research was chosen because the design allows for teachers to collaborate exploring possible solutions to classroom problems (Cohen et al., 2018). We sought to collaboratively address an immediate classroom problem, the lack of student participation in class discussion. Action research allowed us to foster our own professional development through reflection and evaluation of our teaching practices, scrutinizing listening and speaking language instruction for authentic real-world contexts. Simultaneously, we attempted to foster student engagement and student-agency in the belief these factors can support student learning creating a student-centered classroom. This aligns with the IB’s programme development plan (PDP). The emphasis for both action research (Cohen et al., 2018) and the IB PDP is on the process with results being seen as ongoing, not static, but cyclical.

Reflection plays an important role within action research (Cohen et al., 2018). This study utilizes reflection in several formats, including teacher reflection on the research, student reflection on the skills of listening and speaking, and student reflection on engagement. Researchers not only attempted to improve student learning, but deliberately sought to improve their own practices not only from the results of the study but through their involvement in the process.

Instrument

The instrument was intended to measure student speaking and listening in an authentic classroom discussion setting while also increasing student engagement. This is the second cycle of this action research. Action research is a cyclical process and to increase the rigor of action research studies,
experts suggest running the research in more than one cycle (Melrose, 2001). The first cycle was in an undergraduate setting in which teachers first explored the development of the instrument due to classroom issues associated with Covid-19 and virtual instruction. Teachers discovered students were using translation software and reading directly from scripted speeches for online presentation assessments, producing inflated scores compared to actual unscripted speaking ability. Teachers reflected and developed the instrument (Figure 1) to facilitate student speaking based on a more authentic real-world context: seminars.

The instrument was originally developed recording students’ number of spoken turns and quality of contributions. Number of spoken turns was selected to enable even the lowest proficiency students to make a score for speaking, whilst also being relatively straightforward for raters to count even in online conditions. As Rivers (1987) noted, students who are given more opportunities to interact in the language and who take the opportunity to speak more will improve their speaking skills. Quality of contributions was chosen to balance these spoken turns to reward students who built on the contributions of others, thus developing the discussion, instead of single or short utterances or simply reading from a prepared script. This is aligned with modern English proficiency assessment criteria for speaking which include “topic development” (Cambridge English, 2008, p. 1) and “interactive communication” which “maintains and develops interaction” (UCLES, 2008, p. 2).

These communicative interactions have been shown to act in tandem by Tsou (2005) who reported an increase in motivation and English academic scores for students who were assigned to an experimental group tasked with speaking more in classroom discussion compared to their control-group peers. Increased oral practice was suggested to significantly improve student speaking proficiency scores. Students in the experimental group self-reported higher levels of confidence believing they not only participated more in class when compared to previous classroom experiences, but also believed they improved in their speaking proficiency.

A ‘traffic light’ system was used to make the instrument relatively easy to use for teachers assessing the seminars online. The students were awarded zero (red), 1 (yellow) or 2 (green) depending on the number of times they exhibited each criterion, with two representing two or more. The maximum a student could receive on each criterion would be a 2. The score for number of spoken turns represents a simple count of the instances that occurred. Similarly, quality of contributions was scored as a count of the instances teacher-researcher’s considered a student’s turn reached or surpassed the threshold of a sufficient contribution as defined earlier. A score of 2 under quality of contributions does not indicate any better content quality than a score of 1, but only indicates the number of times the researcher felt this standard was attained. Whilst the decision of whether or not a given contribution met the requirement of developing the discussion was down to the rating teacher-researcher’s opinion, the two teacher-researchers were working closely on the course and previous discussion lent a form of limited standardization between them. The color-coded system provided a convenient way for teachers to visualize students’ performance. The instrument was tested in 12 classes over the first half of the semester after which

![Figure 1. Seminar instrument first edition.](image-url)
changes were made based on student and teacher reflection. Two more categories were added based on this reflection: *initiative* and *evidence for preparation* (Figure 2).

Students called on each other forcing class members to answer before the addition of these categories. Teachers and students felt recognizing students who took the initiative to raise their hand and who had prepared materials on the discussion topic beforehand was important. These suggestions by students are similar to Tsou’s (2005) research who also framed her study in Eastern classroom cultural values commenting on the passiveness of students and the potential detriment to language practice. The term and category *initiative* was chosen by students and added to the rubric, but within the literature more accurate terminology would be willingness to communicate (WTC) (MacIntyre et al., 1998). *Initiative* was chosen to distinguish student voluntary WTC instead of being called on by student seminar leaders. High levels of classroom WTC have been correlated with higher second language proficiency scores (Baghaei et al., 2012). Willingness to communicate has also been shown to correlate with higher levels of integration by second language learners within authentic language contexts leading to greater learning outcomes (Yashima et al., 2004). Initiative was identified as students who raised their hand or students who added to class discussion without being called upon. Students were scored in the same simple count format as *number of spoken turns* with a maximum of 2.

*Evidence of preparation* was reported by students as important to classroom discussion with students stating by prepping information on the seminar topic they were better equipped to participate. Similarly, Gross et al. (2015) found flipped classrooms encouraged student engagement with students increasing preparation with course material leading to significant improvement in student performance when compared to students in a non-flipped classroom. *Evidence of preparation* was determined by the teacher to the degree to which students researched resources outside of the classroom and brought these ideas to class. Students who did not provide evidence were marked 0. Students who only provided surface (shallow) information or minimally contributed their resources during discussion were given a 1, and students who demonstrated in-depth research were marked 2.

The updated instrument was used for the following half semester with researchers and students both commenting positively on the outcomes, but a formal analysis was not conducted. In the current study, definitions and scoring methodology from previous instruments (Figures 1 and 2) were reviewed and accepted for the newly developed instrument (Figure 3). We looked to further develop the instrument by adding the *listening* portion for our study (Figure 3).

Listening is a cognitive process that is observed through behaviors (Witkin, 1990). Viewing listening through the lens of a communicative approach, we decided to rely on observable behaviors as a potential objective measure of listening, but also understood the difficulty of measuring listening due to the complex processes involved (Morrow, 1979). *Listening* was scored as a zero or 2 at 5-min intervals, meaning students either were or were not presenting observable listening behaviors. We defined positive observable listening behaviors as eye contact with the speaker, note-taking, and physical gestures of agreement or disagreement. Negative behaviors were inappropriate body posture such as head on desk, attention not focused on the presenters,

![Figure 2. Seminar instrument second edition.](image)
talking to desk-mates on unrelated topics, and doing work unrelated to the topic presented. These lists are not exhaustive but provide a basis for what we perceived as positive and negative indicators of listening. Scores were assessed by teachers within the classroom during the seminars and discussion.

The overall total speaking scores were calculated as the sum of number of spoken turns, quality of spoken contributions, initiative, and evidence of preparation. Researchers chose to sum these individual categories for total speaking scores based on the literature presented earlier as well as the understanding that authentic speaking activities, such as seminar discussion, require multiple processes to work in tandem. We view these processes through a Gestalt lens believing the sum of the parts to be greater than the whole. Researchers agreed to run post-hoc tests as well, ensuring all criteria would also be assessed individually for differences.

The overall total listening scores were calculated as the total scores for each five-minute segment. As mentioned previously, listening and speaking are difficult to separate in authentic settings. We chose to focus only on observable listening behaviors because this was the first time trialing the instrument with the listening section. Future development may look to measure the interactions and influences between listening and speaking, but was outside the scope of this study.

Classroom discussion is a dynamic process in which learners collaborate to define and redefine understandings through a constant process of self-reflection and responding to classmates’ ideas. Teacher-researchers also wished to align the instrument with IB practices of student-centered pedagogy by increasing student agency to develop student engagement and foster a positive classroom environment. We adopted a growth-mindset for student feedback seeing feedback as a mechanism of feedforward which we aligned our instrument with and communicated to students. Second language learners who reflect on self-level language performance may benefit from feedforward to plan for future improvement (Huang, 2016). Feedforward is further aligned with action research because both emphasize the improvement in the individual or group based on the cyclical research process and not necessarily end results (Piggot-Irvine, 2015). The ‘traffic light’ visual from the original instrument was repurposed as a means of emphasizing student reflection and feedforward. Scores were posted and provided a visual for students to assess personal performance.

Planning

We discussed the difficulties in authentic listening assessment as well as raising student engagement and student agency. Several methods were discussed to address each of these issues. Researchers settled on a seminar format delivery of classroom content. The collaborative development of this planning emulates Ferrance (2000) description for how action research supports teacher collaboration on identifying classroom problems which enhances professional development evidenced by this study.

This study resulted from the discussion between both researchers reflecting on the previous unit and difficulties eliciting student participation as well as planning ahead for the second unit. The IB

![Figure 3. Discussion skills assessment.](image)
assesses four criteria for language acquisition: reading, listening, speaking, and writing. The topic for the second unit was people can have different points of view about creative scientific innovations and their purposes. The assessment criteria included listening and writing. The IB also requires teachers to set approaches to learning skills (ATL) for each unit. These skills fall into the categories of communication skills, social skills, self-management skills, research skills, and thinking skills. The focus for the unit was communication skills in which students negotiate ideas and knowledge with peers and teachers.

The emphasis for these student seminars would be placed on student communication with their peers to cooperatively build a discussion. A group of students was assigned each week to introduce and lead the seminar. The interaction between students and the discussion elicited from the introductory presentations was to serve as authentic practice of listening and speaking skills which would be useful in the DP program as well as undergraduate. The seminar format also lends itself to the chosen ATL skill making it an appropriate method for instruction because students and peers discussed topics creating new collective knowledge and understandings through dialogue. For assessment, the previous instrument referred to in Figure 2 was edited to include the listening portion (Figure 3).

The class met three times a week for 40-min periods. Teachers planned lessons with the first lesson of each week as a student-led seminar on the advantages or disadvantages of a given topic about future innovations. Student groups chose from a list of preselected topics: AI/robots, space colonization, cloning, VR/metaverse, and body modification. The second lesson was hosted by the teacher giving the opposite opinion of the student seminar leaders. Students wrote an argumentative essay in the third class using information gained from the seminars. Permission for this action research was provided by the heads of school with the understanding this research aligned with the previously stated IB required PDP.

Implementing

Three classes were involved in this study with two being taught by teacher A and one class taught by teacher B. Teacher A’s classes were comprised of 16 and 11 students respectively. Teacher B’s class had 18 students. Teachers modeled the seminar format explaining the instrument and how students would be assessed during the first week. Students reflected with teachers on what were the positives and areas of improvement for each seminar. This feedforward growth mindset was instilled early in the course and modeled by teachers. We especially encouraged students to consider what parts of the teachers’ presentations and which activities led to more discussion. In the second week, students chose topics and began to research content while in class. Students were given agency in choosing topics and group members. Researchers believed this agency may increase student engagement. Students formed groups of two to four members in each class. Student presentations began in the third week and lasted for 5 weeks with the sixth week used for the summative assessment.

Observing (Results)

Instrument

The sample size of the study was 43 participants which affected the normality of distribution. Shapiro-Wilk tests were calculated for the following variables: total speaking scores, total listening scores, number of spoken turns, quality of spoken contributions, initiative, and evidence of preparation. Shapiro-Wilk tests indicated a violation for the assumption of normality. There was also a violation for the assumption of homogeneity of variances. We chose not to remove outliers.
and adopted non-parametric procedures in the form of Mann-Whitney U tests with the scores of the first and last seminar being compared.

We believed through progression and exposure of weekly seminars students’ scores on the instrument would improve given time. Therefore, we chose to compare the instrument criteria scores of the first and last seminar to assess growth or change. The level of difficulty between the first and last seminar was assumed to be the same because the task remained the same throughout the course. Since the students chose their seminar topics, and the nature of the instrument itself, they likely chose topics they were sufficiently familiar with and comfortable enough to present to their peers, meaning the degree of difficulty for topic content would remain consistent.

The instrument only had two criteria, *quality of spoken contributions* and *evidence of preparation*, which could possibly be conceptually aligned with difficulty of seminar content. However, for the students leading the seminar, *evidence of preparation* was measured by PowerPoint content, specifically if there was or was not material presented by the group. Each group presented material so *evidence of preparation* was consistent across presenters with no difference in difficulty. *Quality of spoken contributions* was also assumed to be similar in degree of difficulty across the different weekly topics because students should have been familiar with seminar content prior to the discussion taking place because they had the chance to prepare. Seminar leaders were given ample opportunity to demonstrate some knowledge of the topic if they wished during their opening of the session and throughout the seminar. For students who were not seminar leaders, but were a part of the seminar discussion, it was assumed these students had enough conversational skills, justified by student APTIS scores, to participate in the conversation even if they did not have a prior in-depth understanding of the topic being discussed.

A Mann-Whitney U test was run to determine if there were differences between the first and last seminar for overall *total speaking scores* and *total listening scores*. *Total speaking scores* were not significantly different, but *total listening scores* were statistically significant. Mean *total listening scores* were statistically significantly higher in the last seminar (6.93) than in the first seminar (5.95), $U = 621, z = -2.064, p = .009$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mann-Whitney U</td>
<td>621</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TLS1</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>0.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLS2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>0.328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post-hoc tests were run for individual criteria. The variables *quality of spoken contributions* and *evidence of preparation* did not demonstrate a significant difference when comparing the first and last seminar. A Mann-Whitney U test was run to determine if there were differences for *number of spoken turns* and *initiative* between the first seminar and the last seminar. Mean *number of spoken turns* were statistically significantly higher in the last seminar (1.66) than in the first seminar (1.07), $U = 589, z = -3.498, p = .003$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mann-Whitney U</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPT1</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPT2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.575</td>
<td>0.089</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mean initiative scores were statistically significantly higher in the last seminar (1.44) than in the first seminar (0.930), $U = 625$, $z = -2.676$, $p = .012$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mann-Whitney U</th>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>625</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IN1</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.930</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN2</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Reflecting (Discussion)**

Results indicate students did significantly increase in observable listening behaviors. A significant difference for the variable of listening between the first and last seminar could be interpreted as indicative of increased student engagement, thus supporting the purpose of our study. Aligned with this aim, we hoped this instrument would serve as a form of feedforward fostering student engagement through student agency and student-centered learning practices.

*Initiative* and *number of turns* spoken were also significant. Both variables indicated a positive increase from the first to last seminar. Students increased the number of opportunities they voluntarily added to the discussion. We believe this increase in engagement is related to the student agency we embedded in the seminar learning activity mentioned earlier. There may have been some influence from feed-forward as well, but with the variables *quality of contributions* and *evidence of preparation* not indicating a positive increase, the degree of the feedforward influence of the instrument on our students cannot be determined.

While students increased their classroom engagement and contributed more to class discussions, the quality of these contributions did not improve over time with the averages remaining low overall. *Quality of contributions* was defined as introducing a new point, extending or developing an idea, or challenging the speaker. Our observations demonstrate students have the most difficulty in this area of the seminar format. Teacher A observed scores on this criterion often came from students posing questions of the group leading the seminar rather than developing or challenging ideas. This may be related to evidence of preparation. Without preparing for the seminars, students were unable to make quality contributions supporting the discussion. However, a correlation for *quality of contributions* and *evidence of preparation* was not significant. Preparation did not influence the quality of student contributions to class discussion, which seems to indicate better preparation does not mean a student will necessarily have a better quality contribution. This is counterintuitive to what teacher-researchers and students expected and has caused us to reflect on how to better improve quality of contributions, how to more accurately measure these criteria, and to further explore the relationship between these two variables.

The relationship between motivation and performance requires one to be motivated and engaged before improving academic achievement (Ito & Umemoto, 2022). Our results indicate the same progression, with students first increasing in engagement and motivation, signified by increases in students voluntarily adding to class discussion, before showing significant progress in quality of contributions. We interpret these results as positive meaning the seminar format as well as instrument supported student engagement and to some degree learning. We believe a third round of action research is required to better scaffold *quality of contributions* and *evidence of preparation* for students. We noted that the student seminar leaders typically scored higher in *evidence of preparation* than the other students. This is expected because the student seminar leaders usually came with a prepared PowerPoint presentation. Student seminar leaders
necessarily had to introduce the topic and ask questions to encourage discussion so also scored well on *initiative* and *quality of contributions*.

Limitations of the seminar assessment instrument were identified through this study. The *listening* score was based on our observation of students’ behavior at specific times during the seminar. Thus, this is an indicator of students’ appearance of engagement rather than their listening, especially given the lack of progress in *quality of contributions* and the requirement to build on or challenge other students’ ideas. While absence of distraction is a prerequisite for successful listening, and conversational management and appropriate paralinguistic skills undoubtedly contribute to successful discussion (Robinson et al., 2001), a more direct measure of successful listening comprehension would help further validate the instrument (Nation & Macalister, 2010). We will further amend the assessment instrument considering additional methods of directly assessing listening skills. Some students objected to the cap of two points for each criterion on the assessment instrument, expressing that a raw score with no cap would more fairly reflect their performance. We see this critique of the instrument as a positive indicator of student buy-in to the study with students beginning to take ownership of their learning and assessment giving us the confidence to further involve them in future development of the seminar format and assessment instrument.

**Re-planning (Future Research)**

We look to further develop upon the seminar format and our instrument in a third round of action research in our next unit. Student engagement is established, demonstrated through the increase in *number of times spoken* and *initiative*. We wish to now focus on criteria for speaking assessment and expand upon the listening to assess more than observable behaviors. For speaking we will develop requirements for vocabulary, grammar, fluency, coherence, and pronunciation, which are currently left implicit in the instrument. Listening will be evidenced through spoken output as well as written graphic organizers helping students to take notes of the seminar discussion. We also look to further support students’ in developing quality contributions by subdividing this criterion, with the requirements to build on or challenge others’ ideas contributing to the listening score as well as the speaking score.

In this way, the speaking output also functions as an indicator of listening comprehension which could further validate the instrument in assessing listening. Evidence of preparation does not seem to have an effect on *quality of contributions* and we are reflecting on whether this section should be removed or somehow supported through the use of the planned graphic organizer. Students could use their notes on the seminar to create connections to previous knowledge in their preparatory work. These mental maps may also serve as a scaffold to support students’ development of critical thinking skills and possibly provide another measurable item to assess student listening.
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